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Abstract: Background: In several studies, cytoreductive prostatectomy has been performed for the survival benefits
in metastatic prostate cancer (mPCa). However, these researches revealed conflicting effects. The present study
was designed to determine the relationship between cytoreductive prostatectomy and mPCa. Methods: Original
articles concerning cytoreductive prostatectomy published until November 1st, 2018 were searched in PubMed
database. The main clinical outcomes included overall mortality (OM), cancer-specific mortality (CSM) and progression-free survival (PFS). Afterwards, meta-analysis was performed. Results: A total of 14 studies were included.
Compared with no local therapy (NLT), radical prostatectomy (RP) of mPCa was associated with decreased OM
(HR=0.47, 95% CI=0.44 to 0.51, I2=90.6%) and CSM (HR=0.36, 95% CI=0.31 to 0.43, I2=28.6%). Subsequent
stratified analysis demonstrated that levels below T2a (HR=0.38, 95% CI=0.34 to 0.42, I2<0.01%) were the possible sources of heterogeneity of OM in RP for mPCa. In detection of the relationship between non-radical prostatectomy (NRP) and mPCa, our results indicated that NRP had beneficial effect on CSM (HR=0.37, 95% CI=0.20 to
0.68, I2=76.0%) and PFS (HR=0.52, 95% CI=0.33 to 0.482, I2=0.0%) when compared with NLT. Conclusions: The
outcomes demonstrated that cytoreductive prostatectomy including RP and NRP might reveal survival benefits in
mPCa patients in comparison with NLT. Additional high-quality trials are still warranted to establish the efﬁcacy of
cytoreductive prostatectomy among men with mPCa.
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Introduction
Prostate cancer is one of the most important
cancers, which continues to be a leading cause
of cancer-related death in Europe [1]. Survival
in males with mPCa is poor with a 5-year overall
survival rate of 30% [2]. Therapeutic options in
mPCa have still been limited, and androgen
deprivation therapy (ADT) with or without chemotherapy remains the traditionally recommended therapy [3]. However, under ADT, progression of mPCa is common and responsible
for local complications in most patients [4]. In
this setting, new multimodal therapeutic
options are being commonly considered and
advocated.
Cytoreduction of the primary tumor in the setting of metastatic disease has been an established concept in the survival benefits of solid

tumors such as renal and ovarian cancers [5,
6], in which two aspects of the role stood out,
interrupting the re-seeding of the primary tumor and reducing the overall tumor burden [7,
8]. According to the aspects of the role, one
notion has recently been received attention is
cytoreductive prostatectomy, which involves
surgical removal of the prostate in the setting
of metastatic disease [9]. Such an approach of
cytoreductive prostatectomy should include RP
and NRP, and NRP should include transurethral
resection of the prostate (TURP) and cryosurgery. TURP and cryosurgery have been widely
used as mature surgical techniques. Due to the
great progress in techniques, RP is becoming
safer and more effective in patients with mPCa
[10].
Recent studies have shown that RP and NRP
successfully delayed the progression among
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following: (1) Patients with
mPCa; (2) Focused on the
relationship between cytoreductive prostatectomy and
mPCa; (3) Prospective randomized clinical trials (RCTs)
(single-blinded, double-blinded or cross-over) and observational (case-control or cohort) studies; (4) Patients in
the control group were treated with NLT only. The major
exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) Unrelated to CSM or
OM or PFS or cytoreduction;
(2) Reviews or comments
or letters or editorials; (3)
Patients in the control group
were not treated with NLT; (4)
In vitro studies or animal
studies.
Data extraction
Data were investigated by two
independent reviewers (Y. Z
and DS. P). If there was some disagreement of the two
reviewers, a consensus would be reached after
a consultation with a third reviewer (J. L). In
studies where patients were divided into more
than two groups, only comparisons between
cytoreductive prostatectomy and NLT were
extracted to keep the baselines as similar as
possible.

Figure 1. Data flow chart of meta-analysis.

mPCa patients in comparison with patients
undergoing NLT [11, 12], suggesting that cytoreductive prostatectomy might have advantages over NLT. By contrast, Moschini’s research
showed no survival benefits using such a surgical approach [13]. Thus, the benefits of cytoreductive prostatectomy in mPCa patients remain
inconsistent. Hence, the objective of this current meta‑analysis was to examine the available evidence and to further assess the potential effect on mPCa by using such an approach
of cytoreductive prostatectomy.
Materials and methods
Search strategy
We performed a systematic PubMed literature
search with the terms “metastatic prostate
cancer”, “metastatic cancer of the prostate”,
“mPCa” and “cytoreduction”, “cytoreductive”,
“debulking”. Only English language literature
for studies were enrolled and searched up to
November 1st, 2018. By cross-referencing the
bibliography of previously selected articles,
additional relevant articles were collected.
The major inclusion criteria were listed in the
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Outcomes
The primary outcome was survival analysis,
including CSM, OM and PFS, which was shown
as HR and 95% confidence interval (CI). The following data were retrieved from relevant studies, including publication year, first author’s
name, mean age, months of follow-up, dominant ethnicity, number of patients, treatment, P
value, most Gleason score, most PSA and most
tumor stage. If the data of HRs with 95% CIs
could not be directly obtained, it would be
extracted from Kaplan-Meier curves [14, 15].
Quality assessment
We used Newcastle-Ottawa scale (NOS) tool to
evaluate the risk of bias in these studies. A
score of 1-9 stars was allocated to all cohort
Int J Clin Exp Med 2020;13(2):330-339
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Table 1. Characteristics of included studies in the systematic review and meta-analysis
Study
Lppenberg
Moschini
Parikh
Leyh-Bannurah
Steuber
Sheng
Rusthoven
Satkunasivam
Heidenreich
Fossati
Culp
Bryan
Antwi
Qin

HR (95% CI)
0.37 (0.32-0.44)a
0.24 (0.05-1.23)a
0.39 (0.34-0.45)
0.35 (0.26-0.46)
1.56 (0.30-8.16)a
1.49 (0.67-3.30)a
0.21 (0.09-0.46)
0.54 (0.29-0.99)a
0.38 (0.25-0.58)
0.58 (0.35-0.95)
0.50 (0.26-0.97)a
1.21 (0.69-2.11)a
NA
0.67 (0.59-0.75)
0.38 (0.27-0.53)
0.48 (0.34-0.68)a
0.27 (0.20-0.38)
0.28 (0.20-0.39)
0.50 (0.26-0.97)a
0.77 (0.30-1.98)a
0.69 (0.27-1.73)a

Dominant Median follow-up Survival Number of
Treatment Control
ethnicity
(months)
analysis patients
2017
American
39
OM
15501
RP
NLT
2017
American
38.8
CSM
47
RP
NLT
2017
American
22
OM
5846
RP
NLT
2017
NA
NA
CSM
2209
RP
NLT
2017
European
32.7
OM
83
RP
NLT
PFS
2017
68
Asian
37
CSM
49
NRP
NLT
PFS
2016
61
American
61.2
OM
5913
RP
NLT
2015
73
American
20
CSM
3874
RP
NLT
2015
61
European
34.5
CSM
61
RP
NLT
PFS
2015
65
American
36
CSM
NA
RP
NLT
2014
62
American
16
OM
8056
RP
NLT
CSM
2014
NA
American
NA
OM
709
RP
NLT
2014
65
American
NA
OM
7738
RP
NLT
CSM
2012
69
Asian
15
PFS
146
NRP
NLT
CSM
OM
most Tumor stage
P value most Gleason score most PSA (ng/ml)
Quality score
T
N
M
NA
≥8
10-20
≤T2a N0 M1b ★★★★★★★
0.3
≥8
≥20
≥T2c NA M1a ★★★★★★★
<0.01
≥8
≥20
≤T2a N0 M1b ★★★★★★★★
<0.001
≥8
≥20
≤T2a NA M1b ★★★★★★★★
0.25
7
NA
≥T2c NA NA
★★★★★
0.92
0.0027
≥8
NA
NA
N0 NA ★★★★★★★★
0.0011
<0.001
≥8
NA
NA
N0 NA
★★★★★★★
0.03
7
<10
≥T2c N0 M1b
★★★★★★
NA
≥8
NA
≥T2c NA NA
★★★★★★★
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA NA
★★★★★★
<0.001
≥8
<10
NA
N0 M1b
★★★★★★
<0.001
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA NA
★★★★★
<0.0001
NA
NA
NA
NA M1b
★★★★★★
<0.0001
0.007
NA
NA
NA
NA NA
★★★★
0.198
0.071
Year

Mean age
(year)
65
61
72
64
65

Abbreviations: NA, not available; OM, overall mortality; CSM, cancer-specific mortality; PFS, progression-free (from mHSPC to
HRPC) survival; RP, radical prostatectomy; NRP, non-radical prostatectomy; NLT, no local therapy. aData was extracted from
Kaplan-Meier curves.
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cation bias. Further, sensitivity analyses were performed
to assess the robustness of
pooled estimates.
Results
Characteristics of enrolled
studies

Figure 2. Forest plots of overall mortality (OM), cancer-specific mortality
(CSM) and progression free survival (PFS) in association with RP for mPCa.

and case-control studies in the NewcastleOttawa scale [16].
Statistical analysis
A pooled hazard ratio (HR) with 95% CI was
computed for all clinical outcomes reported in
the enrolled studies by use of Stata software
(version 11.0; StataCorp LP, College Station,
TX). We employed Cochrane Chi-square χ2
(Cochran Q) statistic and the I2 test to analyze
heterogeneity [17]. I2>50% or Chi-square test
P<0.1 indicated significant heterogeneity.
Meta-analysis was performed using the fixedeffects method (Mantel-Haenszel method) or
the random-effects method (DerSimonianLaird method) when significant heterogeneity
was not identified [18]. According to treatment, different levels of Gleason score, PSA,
T-stage, M-stage or ethnicity, the patients were
divided into several groups, and subgroup analyses were further performed to explore possible heterogeneity then. Moreover, we explored
the existence of publication bias in included
studies by use of a contour-enhanced funnel
plot and Egger’s method to determine other
causes of publication bias through the way of
examining the symmetry of the plot [19, 20],
where P<0.05 indicated the presence of publi-
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We retrieved a total of 66 articles. The study selection process was shown in Figure 1.
We excluded the following
studies: letters, reviews, comments or editorials, animal
studies or in vitro studies,
articles unrelated to CMS or
OM or cytoreduction and noncomparative trials. Finally, 14
studies [8, 11-13, 21-30] with
a total of 50,232 patients
were included in this metaanalysis.

Characteristics of all the 14 studies were presented in Table 1. All the studies were observational cohort studies published between
2012 and 2017. Of the 14 included studies,
12 articles with 50,037 patients focused on
RP vs. NLT and the remaining two with 195
patients focused on NRP vs. NLT. In the 12
studies comparing RP and NLT, most of them
focused on one or both of the OM and the CSM,
except for Steuber et al. and Heidenreich et al.
who concentrated on not only OM or CSM, but
also PFS [8, 29]. In the two studies focusing on
NRP vs. NLT, one adopted TURP and the other
one adopted cryosurgery when taking the survival analysis item into account. Qin et al.
focused on OM, CSM and PFS, while Sheng et
al. focused on CSM and PFS [12, 21].
OM, CSM and PFS associated with RP for
mPCa
The forest plots on the OM, CSM and PFS associated with RP for mPCa were shown in Figure
2. Overall, RP was associated with reduction
in OM using fixed-effects model (pooled
HR=0.47, 95% CI=0.44 to 0.51, P<0.001,
I2=90.6%). Meanwhile, these included studies
revealed a prognostic role of RP for mPCa on
CSM by fixed-effects model based on moderate
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Table 2. Subgroup analysis of OM and CSM comparisons of RP versus NLT
Outcomes of interest

Studies
(no.)

χ2

I2 (%)

49.54

93.9

OM
P value

HR (95% CI)

<0.001*

0.48 (0.45-0.52)

Studies
(no.)

χ2

I2 (%)

1.25

CSM
P value

HR (95% CI)

0.0

0.740

0.37 (0.30-0.46)

0.21

0.0

0.649

0.35 (0.26-0.46)

1.09

0.0

0.579

0.52 (0.36-0.77)

Gleason
7

1

≥8

4

1
4

PSA (ng/ml)
≤10

1

1

10-20

1

0

≥20

1

2

≤T2a

2

≥T2c

1

M1a

0

M1b

4

60.49

95.0

<0.001*

0.47 (0.44-0.51)

2

2.96

66.3

0.085

0.39 (0.31-0.51)

American

6

61.47

91.9

<0.001*

0.47 (0.44-0.51)

4

6.03

50.2

0.110

0.36 (0.29-0.45)

European

1

T
0.24

0.0

0.627

0.38 (0.34-0.42)

1
3

M
1

Ethnicity
1

Abbreviations: RP, radical prostatectomy; NLT, non-local treatment; OM, overall mortality; CSM, cancer-specific mortality. *Statistically significant.

sources of heterogeneity of
OM in RP for mPCa (Table 2
and Figure 3).
CSM and PFS associated with
NRP for mPCa
Only two studies reported
CSM and PFS in the comparison of NRP and NLT. Overall,
NRP was associated with
reduced risk of CSM using
fixed-effects model (pooled
HR=0.37, 95% CI=0.20 to
0.68). Meanwhile, overall estimates on CSM showed a
signiﬁcant heterogeneity (P=
Figure 3. Forest plots of T subgroup analysis of OM in RP versus NLT.
0.041, I2=76.0%). Moreover,
in a pooled analysis of these
heterogeneity (P=0.220, I2=28.6%). RP for
two studies, NRP use was associated with
mPCa was associated with decreased CSM
increased risk of PFS among patients with
(pooled HR=0.36, 95% CI=0.31 to 0.43).
mPCa (pooled HR=0.52, 95% CI=0.33 to 0.82,
Nevertheless, in comparison with NLT, RP did
P=0.867, I2<0.01%) (Figure 4).
not show any superiority in decreasing PFS
Publication bias
using fixed-effects model (pooled HR=1.30,
95% CI=0.82 to 2.05, P=0.675, I2<0.01%).
The combined application of Begg’s and EggOverall estimates on OM were signiﬁcantly
2
er’s test was utilized to evaluate the publicaheterogeneous (P<0.001, I =90.6%). Subgroup
tion bias. The results of publication bias based
analyses were carried out by multiple factors,
on the Egger’s test of RP versus NLT and NRP
which contained Gleason score, PSA, ethnicity
versus NLT were shown in Table 3. In the pooled
and tumor stage, to explore the possible reaanalysis of OM associated with RP for mPCa,
sons for the heterogeneity. As a result, levels
below T2a (pooled HR=0.38, 95% CI=0.34 to
the p value of Egger’s test was 0.62. Moreover,
0.42, P=0.627, I2<0.01%) were the possible
in the pooled analysis of CSM associated with
334
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Figure 4. Forest plots of cancer-specific mortality (CSM) and progression free
survival (PFS) in association with NRP for mPCa.

Table 3. Publication bias based on the Egger’s test of RP versus
NLT and NRP versus NLT
Outcomes of interest
RP versus NLT
OM
CSM
PFS
NRP versus NLT
CSM
PFS

Studies Patients
Coef.
(no.)
no.
7
6
2

42846
21985
144

2
2

195
195

SE

-1.35 2.54
0.75 1.29
1.71

P value

95% CI

0.62
0.59

-7.88-5.19
-2.86-4.35

19.92
-3.39

high-risk patients with PCa
are those likely to benefit from multidisciplinary interventions as they are more likely to
have biochemical recurrence
after initial treatment [32].
Patients with mPCa have a
poor survival rate compared
to men with non-metastatic
PCa [33]. ADT with or without
chemotherapy is traditionally
recommended by EAU guidelines for mPCa. However, no
sign of the survival benefit
has been definitely demonstrated by use of ADT. Clearly, additional therapies for
mPCa are urgently needed.
There has been strong evidence showing improved survival rate in patients undergoing cytoreductive surgery in
examining other malignancies with metastasis [5, 6].
Therefore, interest in the role
of cytoreductive prostatectomy for mPCa has been rising.
In recent years, some retrospective data have suggested
survival benefits for such an
approach in patients with
mPCa.

Abbreviations: RP, radical prostatectomy; NLT, non-local treatment; OM, overall
mortality; CSM, cancer-specific mortality; NRP, non-radical prostatectomy; PFS,
progression free survival.

RP for mPCa, the p value of Egger’s test was
0.59. There was no significant publication bias.
The funnel figures of OM and CSM for RP versus
NLT were shown in Figure 5.
Sensitivity analysis
By sequentially deleting one single study each
time to reflect the impact of the individual to
overall, sensitivity analysis was performed to
access the stability of results. No significant
differences were detected for any parameters.
The robust results of sensitivity analysis of OM
and CSM for RP versus NLT were shown in
Figure 6.
Discussion
Prostate cancer continues to be the important
cause of death among men each year [31]. The
335

The potential mechanisms by
which cytoreduction in mPCa
can improve survival has
been explored. Tumor selfseeding theory suggested that increased circulating tumor cells portended a worse overall
survival in mPCa, which were the intermediaries between primary tumors and metastases
[34, 35]. It might be appropriate to reduce
overall tumor volume or remove the primary
tumor for reducing effects to fatal circulating
tumor cells burden in mPCa. Moreover, suppression of androgen activity by use of ADT
might lead to a dramatically increased sensitivity of tumor cells to androgens, which renders
PCa cells survival in a low androgen environment in primary tumor [36]. These hypersensitive PCa cells would be the sources of recurrence and metastasis. Removal of primary
tumor could eliminate these PCa cells, leading
to improved outcomes. In addition, the tumor
microenvironment is a source of continued
androgen production, which has the potential
Int J Clin Exp Med 2020;13(2):330-339
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complication rate was significantly lower in patients who
initially received RP. These
evidences demonstrated the
feasibility of RP for mPCa.
Another form of cytoreductive
prostatectomy is NRP, including TURP and cryosurgery.
These two traditional approaches were safe and effective, which have been important surgical options to relieve complications in patients
with prostate cancer [39, 40].
Hence, cytoreductive prostatectomy as an approach of
local surgery could mitigate
the related complications and
be feasible in patients with
mPCa.
In recent years, some retrospective data have suggested
a possible role for cytoreductive prostatectomy in patients
with mPCa. However, such an
approach has not been rigorously evaluated, with controversial survival benefits on it.
Hence, we carried out a metaanalysis to clarify the merits
of cytoreductive prostatectomy. Our results successfully
Figure 5. Funnel figures of included studies. A. Overall mortality for radical
shed light on the relationship
prostatectomy versus non-local treatment. B. Cancer-specific mortality for
that RP for mPCa was associradical prostatectomy versus non-local treatment.
ated with decreased OM and
CSM in comparison with NLT.
function of driving tumor cells to grow and
In detection of the relationship between NRP
spread [37]. Removing the primary tumor could
and survival in patients with mPCa, our results
mitigate this function.
revealed that NRP had beneficial effect on CSM
and PFS when compared with NLT. In other
Local complications are important considerwords, cytoreductive prostatectomy could sigations in patients with mPCa. Prevention of
nificantly reveal survival benefits in mPCa
local complications should be taken seriously
patients. Subsequent publication bias and senbefore determining suitable therapeutic
sitivity analysis manifested the robustness of
approaches. A previous study showed that
our study.
mPCa patients treated with RP experienced a
It is critical to identify appropriate candidates
low complication rate of 0%, while the mPCa
for cytoreductive prostatectomy in mPCa.
patients treated with ADT alone experienced a
Fossati’s study [25] demonstrated that the
higher local progression related complication
potential benefits of RP among mPCa patients
rate of 33% [8]. In addition, Won’s research retgreatly depended on baseline characteristics
rospectively compared complication rates of
and patient selection. Furthermore, Heidenpatients with mPCa treated by RP plus ADT and
reich’s study [8] only considered RP in mPCa
ADT alone [38]. The findings indicated that the
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of RP vs. NLT. Several studies
included failed to perform a
regression or propensity analysis, therefore, the group of
treated and the NLT group
perhaps were statistically different in several categories
such as levels below T2a, performance status of patients,
comorbidities, dosage of NLT
and exclusion of patients
because of missing data.
Third, the two approaches of
cytoreductive prostatectomy
might vary in the enrolled
studies, which could not be
identified in this meta-analysis. In addition, the included
researches were all cohort
studies derived from retrospective data, which could not
have a clear impact on group
baseline features as RCTs.
To sum up, it is a systematic
review and meta-analysis to
demonstrate that RP for mPCa was associated with decreased OM and CSM when
compared with NLT. Our results also revealed that NRP
had beneficial effect on CSM
Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis of included studies. A. Overall mortality for radiand PFS in comparison with
cal prostatectomy versus non-local treatment. B. Cancer-specific mortality
NLT. We successfully demonfor radical prostatectomy versus non-local treatment.
strated the feasibility and survival benefits of cytoreductive
patients with three or less bone metastases
prostatectomy for mPCa. In addition, welland no bulky lymphadenopathy, indicating that
designed RCTs and comparative studies with
patients with less extent of metastatic disease
long-term follow-up results should be further
appeared to benefit most. However, populationconducted to elaborate the efficacy in the
based studies reported a survival benefit of RP
future.
regardless of tumor metastasis extent [22, 24].
Hence, it is of great significance to identify
Disclosure of conflict of interest
appropriate candidates for RP in mPCa. In
selecting the appropriate NRP patients in
None.
mPCa, Sheng’s research [12] identified lower
Address correspondence to: Dr. Yingli Lin, DePSA at diagnosis and lower biopsy Gleason
score as independent predictive factors of lonpartment of Urology, Xuzhou Cancer Hospital,
ger PFS.
Affiliated Hospital of Jiangsu University, Xuzhou,
Importantly, there are several limitations of our
meta-analysis. First, in the group of NRP vs.
NLT, the fewer studies could be a potential
cause for the heterogeneity of CSM in the
pooled study estimates. Second, there was a
relative high heterogeneity of OM in the group
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